network will employ wavelength routing to provide wavelength-level connections that cross multiple nodes and links in a mesh topology. Such a network faces the high risk of losing large amounts of data due to failure. Service providers have to use backup or redundant network resources to protect their networks against this risk. On the other hand, efficiently utilizing network resources is among the top priorities for service providers. They need to reduce their investment by using a minimum number of redundant resources. This paper addresses the problem of survivable lightpath provisioning in a resource efficient manner. Incorporated into this problem are some signal quality constraints that are important for practical network operations. It will be ideal if all-optical lightpaths could be provisioned in a network of arbitrary topology, between any pair of nodes, and without concern for signal quality. However, in the current phase, a wavelength-routed network must face the technical difficulties in overcoming the physical impairments introduced by optical fibers and optical components such as erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) and optical cross connects (OXCs). Physical impairments, e.g., power loss, noises, and dispersions, impose fundamental constraints on the quality of signals in WDM optical networks [1] . Only through 3R regeneration (reamplification, reshaping, and retiming) can a lightpath be recovered from those impairments and be transported farther. In the near future, only optical-electronic-optical (O/E/O) conversion can realize the 3R regeneration. O/E/O conversion is also used for wavelength conversion to resolve wavelength contention. Wavelength contention occurs when two lightpaths using the same wavelength are transmitted onto the same fiber. Because all-optical wavelength converters are still immature, O/E/O wavelength conversion becomes a viable alternative, which converts one wavelength into an electronic signal and then converts it back onto another wavelength.
Although O/E/O conversion is indispensable in optical transport networks, it takes up a major fraction of network cost. This is particularly true if the network is opaque [2] , which means that O/E/O conversion is used for every wavelength at every node. In [2] , a translucent network architecture was proposed to mitigate this cost. In a translucent WDM mesh network, a technique called sparse O/E/O regeneration is used to place O/E/O modules sparsely across the network. Sparse O/E/O regeneration makes use of the O/E/O modules sparsely distributed in the network rather than assigning an O/E/O module to each input wavelength at each network node. With sparse O/E/O regeneration, an optical signal is made to travel as long as possible before its signal 0733 -8724/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE quality falls below a threshold or wavelength contention occurs. Previous studies showed that this technique could save up to 80% on O/E/O cost in some medium-sized networks [3] .
The optical-layer protection in a WDM mesh network with sparse O/E/O regeneration is more complicated. Generally, there are two categories of protection: path-based protection and link-based protection [4] . In this paper, path-based protection is considered, which many previous studies found to be easier to implement in the current phase [5] , [6] . In path-based protection, a protection path is used to prevent the services on the working path from disruption. The working path and protection path must be diverse to avoid any single point of failure, e.g., a fiber cut. To handle single-link failures, survivable lightpath provisioning provides a pair of link-disjoint lightpaths for each connection request. The protection lightpaths usually use redundant network resources. Sharing those resources on protection lightpaths will not interfere with services on working lightpaths. For example, a wavelength link can be allocated to more than one protection lightpath if their working paths are link-disjoint (a wavelength link represents a wavelength on a certain link). In a WDM mesh network with sparse O/E/O regeneration, both working and protection lightpaths could be allocated some O/E/O modules to satisfy the signal quality constraints. Under shared path protection, these O/E/O modules are very limited resources and should also be shared as much as possible.
To summarize, the problem of survivable lightpath provisioning in WDM mesh networks with sparse O/E/O regeneration is equivalent to a static lightpath establishment (SLE) problem under three fundamental categories of constraints: the signal quality constraints, the wavelength continuity constraints, and the path diversity constraints. A practical approach for solving this problem should minimize the use of network resources, viz. wavelength links and O/E/O modules.
The basic SLE problem without protection and O/E/O conversion has already been proven to be NP-complete in [7] . In the literature, several integer linear programming (ILP) formulations forSLEproblemshavebeengiven [8] [9] [10] .TheILPformulations that combine SLE with path-based protection were given in [4] , [6] , [11] [12] [13] . Solving the ILP problems based on the combined formulations has been shown to be extremely time consuming [13] . Those problems were usually solved in several stages, each dealing with separate routing, wavelength assignment, and protection path establishment subproblems. Such a divide-and-conquer approach provides practical solutions in a reasonable time. For example, the work in [4] , [11] , and [13] used alternate working paths as inputs for the ILP formulations to reduce the complexity, and the work in [6] used the Lagrangean relaxation technique to solve the ILP formulations. In addition, several heuristics for SLE with path-based protection were given in [6] , [12] , and [13] . In [14] , we presented the ILP formulations and a TSH for the SLE problem under hybrid path protection constraints, including multiple classes of shared risk link group (SRLG)-diverse constraints and path length constraints.
Some signal quality constraints on optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) have already been considered by previous studies on survivable translucent network design problems [15] , [16] . Those studies focused on how to place O/E/O modules sparsely in the networks to accommodate regeneration and wavelength conversion by using some traffic-prediction-based heuristics. However, the placement based on traffic prediction may not precisely capture the future traffic patterns, which usually change after network construction. Because network resources will remain constant for a long time, it is important for service providers to efficiently utilize the existing network resources to provision as many lightpaths as possible, each being properly regenerated and wavelength converted. This paper addresses two issues, on which, to the best of the authors' knowledge, no prior work has been done. First, signal quality constraints are integrated into the survivable lightpath provisioning problem that considers shared path protection. Two common linear signal quality constraints, viz. the constraint on polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) and the constraint on amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise, whose models will be described in Section II, are considered. The problem is formulated into a single ILP problem. The formulation is mathematically challenging and considers new constraints that have not been considered in previous work. Second, a resource-sharing scheme is proposed to support three kinds of resource-sharing scenarios. Previous studies have proposed to minimize the use of wavelength links [4] , [6] , [13] [14] [15] by sharing some of them between protection paths, which corresponds to first scenario. Two new scenarios are proposed, where O/E/O modules are shared between the working and protection paths of the same connection as well as between different protection paths. Both ILP and heuristic approaches are employed to minimize the number of used wavelength links and O/E/O modules to boost network resource utilization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the network model, the optical signal quality constraints, and the resource-sharing scheme. Section III provides the problem definition and the ILP formulation. Section IV describes a local optimization heuristic and a TSH. Section V presents numerical results. Section VI concludes the work.
II. NETWORK MODEL
In this paper, we consider wavelength-routed mesh networks with the capability of sparse O/E/O regeneration. Such a network consists of a number of wavelength-routing nodes with optional O/E/O modules and interconnected by optical fiber links. We assume that each link has a single fiber in each direction, while each fiber has a fixed number of wavelengths that are used to carry data. Each node has a fixed number of add and drop ports, through which the user data can access the network.
A. Node Model and Sparse O/E/O Regeneration
The node model is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The wavelengths on the incoming fiber links are demultiplexed and switched by the wavelength routing switches (WRS) and then are multiplexed onto the outgoing fiber links. Each WRS can switch a certain wavelength in a nonblocking manner. We assume that a node can add and drop any wavelengths when it has sufficient transmitters (Tx) and receivers (Rx). Optional electronic 3R regenerators can be attached between some transmitters and receivers to facilitate regeneration and wavelength conversion. We define the combination of a transmitter, a receiver, and an electronic 3R regenerator as an O/E/O module. The number of O/E/O modules at a node is fixed, but this number may vary from one node to another node. Some nodes do not have any O/E/O module, and only allow for add and drop of wavelengths.
The sparse O/E/O regeneration process is described as follows. A lightpath starts from a transmitter at the source node and terminates to a receiver at the destination node. The node model described previously allows for both all-optical switching and O/E/O regeneration when O/E/O modules are present at some intermediate nodes. When a lightpath is routed through the intermediate O/E/O modules at some selected intermediate nodes, it is divided into several fragments by O/E/O regeneration. We define such a fragment as a regeneration segment. As a special case, we consider a fully transparent lightpath as a single regeneration segment. Each regeneration segment consists of one or more consecutive fiber links and is subject to the wavelength continuity constraint, i.e., all fiber links on the regeneration segment must use the same wavelength. Wavelengths on two regeneration segments may be different.
B. Linear Signal Quality Constraints
The optical signal on each regeneration segment is subject to signal quality constraints. In this paper, we consider the two linear constraints on PMD and ASE noise. PMD and ASE noise are also recommended in a latest Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) draft as the two key linear impairments that can be practically used to constrain optical-layer routing [17] . Optical power attenuation can be compensated by appropriate placement of amplifiers so that we can safely ignore its impact. We also ignore polarization-dependent loss (PDL), chromatic dispersion, crosstalks due to switching and multiplexing, nonlinear effects, and other impairments.
PMD is caused by the time delay between two orthogonal polarizations of light traveling at different speeds through an optical fiber. The PMD value on a regeneration segment is expressed as [18] : (1) where is the number of links along the regeneration segment, is the link index, and is the fiber dispersion parameter at the th optical link that has a length . Typically, has a value ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 ps km depending on the fiber technology used on the link [18] . The constraint on PMD is expressed as [18] ( 2) where is the digital bit rate of the signal and is the maximum dispersion fraction in a bit interval that is acceptable for the receiver. A typical value for is 0.1 [18] .
If we instead use a constraint on the squared PMD value , it will have a linear relation with the value on each link. This constraint is expressed as (3) ASE is the dominant noise source in optical networks. The more amplifiers (EDFAs) an optical signal traverses, the higher ASE noise power it suffers from. Each node has EDFAs at both input and output ports (as shown in Fig. 1 ). Additional EDFAs (inline amplifiers) should be placed in the middle of a fiber when it is long enough. The longer a regeneration segment is, the more EDFAs it needs to compensate the power loss. The ASE noise power of an EDFA can be expressed as [19] ( 4) where is the spontaneous emission factor of the th EDFA on the th fiber link along a regeneration segment, is the saturated gain, is the assigned wavelength, is the Planck's constant, is the velocity of light, and is the optical bandwidth. Different wavelengths on the same link have slightly different ASE noise powers. By ignoring such a difference, the ASE noise power on a regeneration segment has a linear relation with the ASE noise power on each link along that segment. The constraint is expressed as (5) where is the maximum allowed ASE noise power, and and are constants.
Note that the constraints on PMD and ASE noise cannot be replaced by a single lightpath length constraint, because the equations above show that PMD and ASE are not dependent on lightpath length alone. In our approach, we assume that PDM and ASE noise values on each fiber links are given and treat them as two independent constraints for a lightpath.
C. Resource Sharing Scheme
In our network model, a pair of link-disjoint lightpaths is provided for each connection, and O/E/O regeneration may be used on both working and protection lightpaths. Our study shows that not only can wavelength links be shared, but the O/E/O modules can also be shared by the protection paths if their working paths are link-disjoint. In addition, O/E/O regenerators can be shared between a working path and its protection path. This is because the working and protection paths do not need O/E/O regeneration at the same time. Only if a link failure occurs (note that we do not consider node failures) should an O/E/O regenerator that was assigned to the working path be used by the corresponding protection path.
In Fig. 2 , we illustrate our resource-sharing scheme in a WDM mesh network with shared path protection and sparse O/E/O regeneration. In this illustration, two connections are created from the node A to D and from A to G. Their working and protection paths are labeled with , and , , respectively. Our resource-sharing scheme supports three kinds of resource-sharing scenarios, which are described in Fig. 2 . First, we may share a wavelength link between some protection lightpaths, provided that their working paths do not traverse the same link. In Fig. 2 , the two protection lightpaths P1 and P2 share the same wavelength on the link (F, G). Second, we may share an O/E/O module between the working and protection lightpaths of the same connection. In Fig. 2 , a black node represents an O/E/O module that is used at the node. At the node H, an O/E/O module is shared between the working lightpath W2 and protection ligthpath P2 of the connection A-G. Third, we may share an O/E/O module between the protection lightpaths of different connections. In Fig. 2 , an O/E/O module at the node F is shared between the protection lighpaths P1 and P2. In the remainder of this paper, we will present solution approaches to maximize the resource sharing based on these three sharing scenarios.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Problem Definition
We use a directed graph to represent a WDM mesh network as follows:
1) Each vertex of the graph represents a network node.
2)
Each node is associated with a number, representing the number of O/E/O modules.
3)
Each directed edge represents a fiber link that has a fixed number of wavelengths.
4)
Each fiber link is associated with a number, representing the link length.
5)
Each fiber link is associated with two real numbers, representing the value of and the ASE noise power, respectively. In the remainder of this paper, we use path to represent lightpath and use link to represent fiber link. Two paths are said to be diverse if they do not traverse a common link. A connection request is a demand for a wavelength service. We allow for multiple connections between a pair of source and destination nodes.
Our problem is defined as follows.
1)
Given: A network topology and a set of connection requests.
2)
Objective: To minimize the number of O/E/O modules and wavelength links consumed by all the connection requests.
3)
Constraints: a) Each connection request is assigned a working path, which consists of a series of consecutive regeneration segments. b) Protection requirements of each connection request are satisfied: i) Assign a protection path that is link-disjoint with its working path. The protection path also consists of a series of consecutive regeneration segments. ii) Assign a wavelength to each regeneration segment. (A regeneration segment is subject to wavelength continuity constraint.) iii) The wavelength on a certain link can be shared with other protection paths if the working path of this connection is diverse with all other working paths protected by this wavelength. iv) The protection path can share the O/E/O modules with its working path. An O/E/O module can also be shared with other protection paths if the working paths protected by those protection paths are diverse with the working path of this protection path. c) The number of used O/E/O modules at a node is no more than the total number of O/E/O modules at that node. d) The number of used wavelengths on a link is no more than the total number of wavelengths on that link. e) The squared PMD value and ASE noise power of each regeneration segment on both working and protection paths are bounded by Inequalities (3) and (5).
In some situations, the objectives of minimizing the number of O/E/O modules and minimizing the number of wavelength links may conflict. We let minimizing the number of O/E/O modules take the first priority first because O/E/O modules are more limited and expensive resources and second because a lightpath using fewer O/E/O conversions normally has a shorter path length, which is not totally against the objective of minimizing the number of wavelength links.
B. ILP Formulation 1) Notation:
Directed graph , where is the set of nodes and is the set of links. The number of O/E/O modules at the node . It is constant for a specific node, but may vary among different nodes.
, 
2) Objective:
We set the multiplier to be , the maximum number of wavelength links in the network, to ensure that minimizing the number of O/E/O modules takes priority over minimizing the number of wavelength links.
3) Constraints: a) Wavelength-link shared path protection constraints: The constraints on wavelength-link shared path protection are similar to the combined work in [11] [12] [13] and [15] , which describe flow-conservation and wavelength continuity constraints on working and protection paths and dictate the relationships between working and protection paths and between their corresponding wavelength links. We ignore the details of these constraints to reduce the size of the formulation. (6)- (14) are the additional constraints indicating that the th O/E/O module at the node is allocated to some connections and is allowed to be shared between the working and protection paths of the same connection as well as between the protection paths of different connections.
b) O/E/O sharing constraints: Equation/Inequalities
• Constraints indicating that the th O/E/O module at the node can be shared among some working and protection paths:
• The working paths of any two connections should not use the same O/E/O module:
• The protection paths, with working paths subject to the same link failure, cannot share the same O/E/O module:
The working and protection paths of two different connections should not share the same O/E/O module:
• Constraints excluding allocation of O/E/O modules at the source and destination nodes of the connection : 
• Constraints indicating whether the link is on the regeneration segment along the working path of the connection :
• Constraints on signal quality, viz. PMD and ASE noise, of each regeneration segment along the working path of the connection (see inequalities (3) and (5)): (22) (23) d) Signal quality constraints on protection paths: In our formulation, we need the constraints that identify which regeneration segment along the protection path of the connection the link belongs to and guarantee the signal quality for each regeneration segment. We ignore the details of these constraints to reduce the size of the ILP formulation, because these constraints are very similar to Equations/Inequalities (15)-(23).
IV. HEURISTIC SOLUTION APPROACHES
The ILP formulation presented in Section III-B is very complex. For example, the formulation for a six-node, two-wavelength network under four connection requests has 19 582 variables and 23 872 constraints. Although solving the ILP problems is still possible for some small-sized networks, it is not practical for the problems in real-world, large-sized networks. We develop a local optimization heuristic and a TSH to solve those larger scaled problems. Both heuristics need to find an initial solution, in which each connection request is tentatively assigned a pair of working and protection paths with corresponding wavelengths and O/E/O modules. In this section, we first present the procedure for finding an initial solution and then describe the design of our proposed heuristics.
A. Finding an Initial Solution
The initial solution is found by employing the divide-and-conquer and greedy principles. We provision all connection requests one by one according to the descending order of the length of their shortest paths. To increase the chance of success, -shortest paths are chosen as the candidates for the working path of each connection. Then, a provisioning procedure is called using one of the -shortest paths as input. This provisioning procedure is called on the candidate working paths one by one until it succeeds. Fig. 3 presents the design of the provisioning procedure. Given the working path of a connection request, another set of -shortest paths is chosen as the candidates for its protection path. Then, the greedy wavelength and O/E/O assignment algorithm (shown in Fig. 4 ) is used to assign wavelengths and O/E/O modules along the working and protection paths.
We use Yen's -shortest path algorithm [20] in our heuristics. It operates on a weighted graph, in which each link is assigned and denote the number of available and the number of total wavelengths on the link , respectively; and is the link length.
The link-weight function for calculating the -shortest candidate protection paths is given in (25):
and and (25) where represents the working path of this connection request, denotes the number of O/E/O modules on the node that has been used by other connections but can be shared by this connection, and means that the link is on the working path .
In both link-weight functions (24) and (25), the factors and are used to facilitate the -shortest path algorithm to select those links with more available O/E/O modules and more available wavelengths, respectively. When the number of available resources, or , increases, the weight deceases. In both factors, the denominator normalizes the weight while 1 in the numerator avoids a zero weight. The link length is used as a factor to reduce the path length. With same resource availability, the shorter path is preferred. In the weight functions, if , only wavelength availability is counted, and the link weight is multiplied by 2 (in (24)) or 4 (in (25)) as a penalty on missing of O/E/O modules. In (25), the factor is added to favor the links with more sharable O/E/O modules for protection paths. The link weight equals to infinite if the link has already been taken by the working path.
B. Local Optimization Heuristic (LOH)
The divide-and-conquer and greedy methods help find a feasible initial solution. However, there still exists substantial scope of improvement over the initial solution. We develop a local optimization heuristic (LOH) approach to improve the initial solution, whose principle is similar to that of the heuristics presented in [6] and [13] .
Our LOH improves the initial solution by reconfiguring some connections iteratively. The reconfiguration of a connection means to release the resources consumed by this connection and to provision alternate resources to recreate it. In one iteration of LOH, we first use a reconfiguration evaluation procedure on each existing connection to examine the objective value (see Section III-B-2) improvement that can be achieved by reconfiguring this connection. Then, the connection that has been evaluated to generate the most amount of improvement is chosen to be reconfigured. LOH executes a number of such iterations until no improvement on the objective value can be obtained. Each iteration starts from the new solution obtained in the previous iteration. The reconfiguration evaluation procedure is shown in Fig. 5 .
LOH will stop at local optima, which exist in a local search region close to the initial solution. The success of this heuristic therefore depends on a good initial solution and the value of (for -shortest paths). We may use a larger in the -shortest path algorithm to expand the local search region. However, a large value of significantly increases the running time. In the next subsection, we describe a TSH to facilitate a global search procedure, which can go beyond the local optima and may lead to a more promising solution space.
C. Tabu-Search Heuristic
Tabu search is a meta-heuristic for solving hard combinatorial optimization problems [21] . Given a problem with a minimization objective function, the tabu search will look for optimal or close-to-optimal solution in the solution space . represents the set of all the possible solutions. A search operation from one solution to another is called a move. The tabu search is carried out through a number of such moves. If a move results in a better solution than the current best solution, it is called an improving move. Otherwise, it is a nonimproving move. In each move, a best solution in the neighborhood of the current solution is found, where is the neighborhood of the current solution . Then, will be the solution from which the next iteration starts. This procedure is executed iteratively until a stop condition is met.
In our TSH approach, the initial solution is found by the procedure described in Section IV-A. We define a move to be the reconfiguration of one connection. The reconfiguration evaluation procedure presented in Fig. 5 is used to compute a move for one connection and to obtain the objective value of the solution after this move. A move whose reconfiguration results in a solution with the least objective value is called the best move and is chosen to be reconfigured. After a move is executed, this connection is inserted into the tabu list. A connection in the tabu list is not qualified for reconfiguration unless it can result in the aspiration condition, i.e., producing an objective value better than the current best one.
TSH explores the global solution space beyond the local optima through efficient diversification. Diversification refers to methods that lead the tabu search into a new region of solution space. To facilitate diversification, we use a move-frequency- based objective penalty function to redefine the objective value for the solution after a move: if if (26) where is the solution after the execution of this move, is the penalized objective value of , represents that the move happens on the connection, denotes the original objective value of the solution (see Section III-B-2), denotes the initial solution of the current iteration, is the penalty coefficient which is a predefined constant, and is the frequency of reconfiguration/move on the connection. The best move for the current solution is the move that results in the smallest penalized objective value. By imposing a frequency penalty on the move that does not improve the objective value of the current solution, TSH is more likely to use the move that has been used less frequently and to jump into a new search region.
We further employ a technique, called adaptive move pace, to improve the efficiency of TSH. In our heuristic, the move pace is measured by , the number of -shortest paths used in the reconfiguration evaluation procedure, whose value has a dominant impact on the one-iteration running time. The smaller the , the shorter the running time. However, when solving large-scaled problems, using too small a limits the search space. Therefore, we dynamically change in a range for the reconfiguration evaluation procedure. The value of is incremented by one when nonimproving moves occur. When an improving move is executed, is divided by two. We limit the value of in a range so that it will not become too small or too large.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results for our solution approaches through experiments. We experimented on two example networks, NET-A and NET-B, to test the performance of the ILP approach, the LOH approach, and the TSH approach. NET-A is a small-sized network with six nodes and nine bidirectional links. NET-B has 24 nodes and 43 bidirectional links, whose topology is shown in Fig. 6 . NET-B was also referred to as USANET in [16] . The double-circled nodes in both figures are O/E/O conversion capable nodes. The number of O/E/O modules at such a node is equal to the number of wavelengths on a link. A link length in kilometers is labeled on each link. We assume that EDFAs are placed every 50 km along a fiber link. The system parameters are set as follows:
• data rate on each wavelength channel (B): 10 Gb/s; • fiber dispersion parameter : 0.4 ps km; s ). For simplification, these parameters are assumed to be the same on all links. Thus, the squared PMD value and ASE noise power associated with each link can be determined. In Sections V-A, V-B, and V-C, we change the number of wavelengths on each link as well as the size of the connection request set in both NET-A and NET-B to test the network performance under different network settings. Each set of connection requests is randomly generated and uniformly distributed among all node pairs. In Section V-D, we change the squared PMD value and ASE noise power on each link by changing some system parameters to examine the effect of the signal quality constraints on solution results.
A. ILP Solutions for a Small Network
We used CPLEX to solve the ILP formulation on a SUN Ultra-60 workstation with a 450-MHz UltraSparc II processor. As mentioned previously, the ILP problem for the six-node, nine-link, two-wavelength network (NET-A) under four connection requests has 19 582 variables and 23 872 constraints. Solving the ILP problems becomes prohibitively time consuming when we increase the problem size. For all experiments, we limited the running time to 7200 s or 2 h. Table I shows the running times for solving the ILP problems in NET-A. Six different network settings were examined. The first column represents the case number. The second column represents the number of wavelengths on each link. The third column represents the number of connection requests. The last column represents the running time in seconds. The running time for solving the ILP problem is marked with an asterisk if the solution is not optimal. The question mark in the running time column means that no feasible solution is found in 2 h. The running time of ILP varies in a time range from 500 to about 5000 s when the network has two or three wavelengths. However, when the number of wavelengths increases to four, the running time limit for ILP becomes unacceptable for some cases. For example, it does not produce an optimal solution for case 5 and even has no feasible integer solution for case 6 in 7200 s (a feasible integer solution for case 6 does exist). Both the LOH and TSH heuristics found the optimal solutions for all the six cases in 60 s.
B. Solutions of LOH Versus. TSH for a Large Network
The ILP approach is not capable of handling large-sized networks. In this subsection, we test the local optimization and TSH approaches in NET-B, with 8, 16 and 32 wavelengths and up to 170 connection requests. These network settings are close to real-world networks. The number of -shortest paths (k) is set to 30 for finding initial solutions and for LOH and is dynamically changed in the range [4] , [15] for TSH. The penalty coefficient in TSH (see (26)) is set to a value in the range [500, 1000] for different cases. The initial value of the tabu tenure is set to be one tenth of the total number of connection requests. We set a 5400-s or 1.5-h upper limit on the running time of both heuristics. Table II shows the results of LOH and TSH under nine representative network settings. The #W and #R columns are the number of wavelengths on each link and the number of connection requests. #O/E/O and #WL denote the number of used O/E/O modules and wavelength links, respectively. In all these cases, the solutions obtained by TSH are better than those obtained by LOH. Fig. 7 shows the average results that are normalized to the initial solutions for all cases. Both LOH and TSH show significant improvement over the initial solutions, and TSH has 4% and 5% improvement over LOH in terms of the number of used O/E/O modules and wavelength links, respectively. Fig. 8 plots the solution traces of the objective value versus the running time for LOH and TSH. The solution traces are obtained from our experiment case 6 in Table II and provide the information about how the heuristics improve the initial solution. Both heuristics stop before the 5400-s time limit. We can observe that TSH generates improvement more quickly than LOH and yields a better solution within the same amount of time. It takes LOH 2000 s to reach the objective value that TSH obtained in 200 s. This is because the dynamic-move-pace technique used by TSH needs a smaller than LOH for the -shortest path computation, resulting in a shorter running time of each iteration. Another observation is that TSH allows for zero and negative improvement in some iterations, leading to some search regions that may not be reached by LOH, while LOH only allows for positive improvement and stops at a zero improvement. These observations explain why TSH outperforms LOH. The solution traces for all other experiment cases in Table II have similar trace patterns.
C. Resource Sharing Rates
In this subsection, we measure the resource-sharing rates, i.e., the savings in network resources resulting from our resource sharing scheme. We define the sharing rates for O/E/O modules (O/E/O) and wavelength links (WL) in (27) and (28), shown at the bottom of the page.
The dividend in the second term in (27) and (28) is the number of network resources actually used, i.e., the number of used O/E/O modules or wavelength links. The divisor is the total number of network resources if no resource sharing is exploited, i.e., the O/E/O modules and wavelength links are repeatedly counted if they are shared by more than one path. The higher the sharing rate, the more O/E/O modules or wavelength links are saved. saved. On average, the sharing rates for O/E/O modules and wavelengths links are over 60% and 30%, respectively. In most cases, TSH yields better results than LOH. The results also indicate that the saving on O/E/O modules is more than the saving on wavelength links. This is because we have made minimizing the number of O/E/O modules used our first priority. Another observation is that when the network with the same number of wavelengths has more connections, the sharing rates tend to increase. This suggests that network resources have a better chance to be shared under more connection requests, and our approaches can properly handle the scaled-up problems by facilitating more sharing.
D. Effect of Linear Signal Quality Constraints
The squared PMD value and the ASE noise power associated with each link do not depend on the link length alone. These values are usually technology specific and/or vendor specific and can be adjusted through optical engineering in specific systems. In this subsection, we present experimental results to show how varying system parameters affect the solutions and how our solution approaches handle such variation. Fig. 9 shows the network resource usage of the solution for case 9 in Table II using the TSH approach. In five experiments (the results of each are represented by a set with two bars in Fig. 9 ), we use different fiber dispersion factor ( ), EDFA saturated gain ( ), or receiver optical bandwidth (BO). All other system parameters remain unchanged. The middle set represents the results for the experiment using system parameters that are not changed for all these three parameters. Note that the parameter marked with an asterisk is unchanged from its original value. For the first two sets, a larger or a larger imposes more stringent constraints on PMD or ASE noise. As a result, a greater number of O/E/O modules is used. For the last two sets,
WL: Fig. 9 . Effect of changing system parameters in PMD and ASE constraints.
a smaller and/or a smaller loosens the constraints on PMD and/or ASE noise, resulting in a smaller number of used O/E/O modules. The number of used wavelength links remains at the same level for all the cases. These results indicate that the TSH approach can adapt the resource allocation to the changes in the signal quality constraints, while using network resources efficiently. We have also experimented with the LOH approach and with other network settings and obtained similar results.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper addressed the problem of survivable lightpath provisioning in wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) mesh networks with shared path protection and sparse optical-electrical-optical (O/E/O) regeneration. This problem was formulated into a static lightpath establishment (SLE) problem under the signal quality constraints, the wavelength continuity constraints, and the path diversity constraints. Jointly considering these constraints promises better efficiency for practical network operations. To further improve the efficiency, a resource-sharing scheme was proposed that supports three kinds of resource-sharing scenarios in WDM mesh networks. In particular, two new resource-sharing scenarios were addressed that allow for sharing O/E/O modules between the working and protection lightpaths of the same connection and between different protection lightpaths.
A combined integer linear programming (ILP) formulation was presented for the survivable lightpath provisioning problem. For the first time, the authors formulated the signal quality constraints on individual regeneration segments between consecutive O/E/O sites along each lightpath and integrated them with the path diversity constraints. Also formulated were the constraints that allow for both kinds of O/E/O sharing scenarios. Although the ILP approach could not solve the problem in large-sized networks, it still has some merits. The proposed ILP formulation can serve as the basis for the solution approaches that start from relaxing the ILP formulation or separating the combined ILP problem into sub-ILP-problems following some divide-and-conquer principles.
Two heuristic approaches were proposed, using the local optimization and tabu-search methods, respectively, to cope with the computation complexity in real-world large networks. The experimental results show that the tabu-search heuristic (TSH) outperforms the local optimization heuristic. Both heuristic approaches can handle large-scaled problems with a modest time complexity. In most of the experiment cases, the sharing rates for O/E/O modules are satisfactorily high (over 60%), as are the sharing rates for wavelength links (over 30%). These high sharing rates translate into great improvement in network resource utilization or great savings in network costs.
Although priority was given to minimizing the number of used O/E/O modules, the authors' approaches can be easily adjusted to those objectives that take a tradeoff between minimizing the number of O/E/O modules and minimizing the number of wavelength links. Other linear signal quality constraints can also be easily incorporated into the proposed formulation and heuristics. The authors assumed uniform system parameters in the experiments, but their approaches did not exclude the nonuniform situations in real-world networks. In this paper, only protection against link failures was considered. The more generic shared risk link group (SRLG)-diverse protection can also be incorporated into the problem and can be handled by enhancing these solution approaches.
